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rectum and vagina, and which was jncom-
pressible. I felt satisfied from its bulk,
that parturition could not be accomplished
by the natural efforts, and being uncertain
of the composition of the tumour described,
I determined to ascertain that point, and
therefore went home to procure a hydrocele 
trocar, which (having previously drawn off
the urine) I passed per rectum into the sub-
stance before described, and on withdrawing
the stilette and finding nothing escape by
the canula, I withdrew it, and on examining
it saw a substance- resembling cream filling
the aperture, which clearly denoted the
tumour to be of the melliceris kind; I
therefore procured a larger trocar (such as
is used for paracentesis abdominis) with
which I repunctured the tumour, and on
withdrawing the stilette a large quantity
(about 8 oz.) of fluid escaped into a vessel,
held for the purpose, which, within five

minutes, became concrete, resembling honey
in appearance, and within a quarter of an
hour I had the pleasure of witnessing the
birth of a very large female child by the
natural efforts. The patient continued to
do well, and on the tenth day after delivery
I examined the vagina and rectum, and
could not detect any trace of the tumour,
nor has Mrs. M. experienced any incon-
venience whatever from the operation. I
should observe, also, that, with the excep-
tion of a very slight difficulty in evacuating

the faeces, Mrs. M. had no symptom what-
ever of the existence of the tumour. This
information was not elicited nntil after dc-
livery. I have also preserved the contents
of the tumour for the inspection of the
curious. I am, Sir, your very obliged,

JOSEPH KISCH, Surgeon.
4, Broad-street Buildings,

March 19th, 1838.

PARALLEL PASSAGES BY MAR

SHALL HALL, M.D., &c.

To the Editoi- of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;Your correspondent, at length, very
naturally, wishes this discussion to be

brought to a conclusion ; and a a lame and
impotent conclusion " it is.
May I now ask any one, who has attend-

ed to this matter, what PROOF has been ad-
duced of" misrepresentations" (Phil.Trans.),
of " decided misrepresentation," of " sup-
pression of facts," of &laquo; statements not in
strict accordance with facts"?&mdash;(Lancet.)
Surely your correspondent will be a little
more guarded in his accusations in future.

I leave this subject, hy begging your
readers attention to the following parallel
passages :-

PARALLEL I.

Extract of a Letter from Mr.
Nelcport to Dr. Marshall
Hall, dated July 24, 1832.
" I am highly delighted

and flattered at your entrust-
ing iiie to make the important
inquiries respecting insect

.respiration. I began them
immediately, and they are 
still in progress, and am I
happy to say that everything
yet observed agrees with

your ideas of a low degree
of respiration with a high
one of muscular irritability,
and also with the degree of
respiration in the larva, or
young state, being less than
in the imago, or perfect one.
The series of these observa-
’tions I am noting very par-
’ticularly in a separate book,
and which, when you require
it, will be entirely at your
service."

Extract from a Note to Af?’.
Newpot’s Paper in the Phil.
Trctns.for 183’7-p. 259.
11 In submitting these ob-

servations on the temperature
of insects to the Royal So-
ciety, I have felt myself im-
peratively called upon to
make the above remark (viz.
that the results of these ob-
servations on the tempera-
ture of bees, with many other
facts connected with the

physiology of insects, were
communicated .to Dr. Mar- 
shall Hall), in explanation of
the nature of my supposed
obligations to Dr. M. Hall,
with regard to this and other
subjects connected with the
physiology of insects, in con-
sequence of certain misrepre-
sentations (!) which were

made on a recent occasion,
respecting my communica-
tions with that gentleman."

Remark.

The " recent occasion"
alluded to was that of the re-
assembling of a Committee of
the Royal Society to i-econ-

sider the unfortunate award
of the Royal Medal to this
individual&mdash;the 11 MISTAKE,"
as it has been termed. On that
occasion, tlte letter in column 1
was sent, through one of the
Committee, without one word
either of representation, or
of " misrepresentation" from
me. It is palpable, indeed,
to every one, that, under such
circumstances, such " misre-
presentation" was IMPOSSI-
BLE&mdash;the fact contradicting
the insinuation. This is the
first time, I believe, that the
’ Philosophical Transactions’
have been made the arena of
personal accusation.
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PARALLEL II.

Paragraphs 15 and 16,
Lecture 1.

" The abdominal nervous
columns in the articulata
have been generally regard-
ed as analogous with what
has been designated the cere-
bro-spinal axis of vertebrat-
ed animals. Lyonet and Tre-
viranus had partially traced
the third, or more central and
ganglionic column, passing
ovei, the ganglia of the two
peripperal columns; but to
Professor Muller is due the
merit of having first traced
and figured the third column
passing over the upper sur.
face of the ganglia (in the
scorpion) in the entire length
of the nervous system ; and
to Prof. Grant that of having
first distinctly assigned (in.
his Lectures in 1832) to this
column its special motorfune-
tion.
" This latter fact has been

certified to me by a pupil
who attended Prof. Grant’s
Lectures in that year, and
who favoured me with a

copy of his notes. The doc-
trine has been very awk-

wardly, very ungraciously,
and very ungratefully pub-
lished by another pupil,
without acknowledgment of
the source from whence it
was derived:’

Extracts from the Notes of
Prof. Grant’s Lectures in
1832, by Dr. Baly and Mr.
Storrar, Mr. Newport sit-
ting beside thern at the time.

, Dr. Baly writes :-
1. " Muller has found in

the scorpion, on the side of
the knotted cords a nerve
passing down, having no con-
nection, tapering towards the
last ganglion, where it is re-
moved with more difficulty,"
&c.

2. Dr. Baly gives a sketch
with the pen of Professor
Miiller’s drawing of this dis-
tinct third column.

3. " We have seen nerves
apparently corresponding to
the nerves of sensation, with ,

ganglia, and the nerves of
motion without ganglia. Also,
nerves of vegetative life,
thought to supply the office
of the nervus vagus and

sympathetic."
Mr. Storrar, who distinctly

recollects Professor Muller’s
plate and paper, writes thus:

11 
- Between the gan-

glia a nerve is seen passing
down, which divides into
two ; and we may consider
those which do not pass through h
the ganglia as nerves of mo-
tion." " Dr. Muller, of Bonn,

, has observed in the scorpion
a nerve passing down on the

outside of the ganglionic cord,
which tapers atthe extremity,
and is difficult to separate
from the last ganglion, and it
is thicker than both the other
nervous cords put together;
probably, he says, Trevira-
nus has seen it," &c. " Now
this is nothing more than we
might expect, because it will
be of uniform size, as no (?)
nerves enter it to produce
ganglia."

Extracts from Mr. Newport’s
Papers in the Philosophical
Transactionsfor 1834.
" It was during the early

part of the summer of 1S33,
that I first had an opportunity
of conversing with Sir C.
Bell, respecting the nervous 
system of insects, when he
suggested a closer examina.
tion of the cords than I had
then made, to ascertain whe-
ther a double nervous co-

lumn, one portion for sensa.
tion and the other for motion,
exists in the invel’teb1’ata, as
in the higher animals. He
at the same time pointed out
one of the crustacea, the lob-
ster, as perhaps the most eli.
gible forthe inquiry. At that
time, I had no hopes of suc-
ceeding in demonstrating the
parts by dissection, although
I believed they really did ex-
ist. In the month of August,
after many dissections and
examinations of the animal
in its recent state, I began

first to hope for success, and
in the beginning of Septem-
ber completed a preparation
of the nervous system of the
lobster, that appeared to
show the motor and sensitive
columns." &c.-p. 409.

" The detection of a double
spinal column in the lobster
has since led me to examine
more closely the nervous sys-
tem of the scorpion, one of
the arachnida. Upon showing
my dissection of the lobster
to Professor Grant, he di-
rected my attention to a

structure observed in the
scorpion by Professor Mul-
ler, of Bonn, which has been
thought to be the motor tract.
This structure I had not at

that time observed !!"&mdash; p.
408.

Let it be remembered that these passages
relate precisely to the original questions under
discussion,&mdash;to the unfounded charges of
your correspondent; the first in the " Phi-
losophical Transactions," the second in your
own Journal.
Your correspondent has taken great pains

to prove what has never been questioned,
and to introduce new questions to divert the
attention of your readers from the old. He
knows how to avoid difficult subjects; for
instance, he says not one word on that of
the fac similes from Lyonet. He asserts that
he has not depicted a fourth nervous co-

lumn ; but he cannot deny that he has de- 

picted " the motor surface of a ganglion
(a), and motor (b), and involuntary tracts

(c)."-Phil. Trans. for 1832, p. 423, pl, xviii.,
fig. 46. Well, it is this tract (e) to which
my inquiry applied. This very column &laquo; to
which the important and complicated func-
tionof respiration had been entirely consign-
ed by Mr. Newport, has just been shown to
him, by one of our students, to be a VENTRAL
VEIN, returning blood to the heart."&mdash;Prof.
Grant, Lancet, p. 900.

MARSHALL HALL.
14, Manchester-square, March 23, 1838.

P. S. I fear all the anatomists have been
at fault in this matter of tract (e) !


